THE WORLD   OF HESIOD
CHAPTER I
the mycenjean legacy
REEK civilization rises on the basis of a " medieval"
society of peasants and nobles, who tilled their land
and very seldom travelled far afield. There was a " time
of troubles " in the background ; an age in which a far
more brilliant society had foundered amid storms and blood-
shed. This decline of a civilization is clearly attested by
the evidence of archaeology, and has profoundly affected
the more thoughtful minds of the new age. There is old
Hesiod's sad mythology of the Five Ages : the hard Iron Age,
in which we live, has succeeded a less evil Bronze Age;
in Hesiod's conception, as indeed in fact, the Age of the Heroes,
who fought the great wars of Thebes and Troy, comes
anomalously in between. Hesiod, and perhaps other men,
inferred that if one could look farther back one would come
to still nobler ages corresponding to the nobler metals :
a Silver Age before the Bronze, and at the very beginning
an Age of Gold* the primitive Age of Innocence, when people
lived on what the earth brought forth of herself and did
not have to work hard and practise agriculture.1 And in
Homer, too, there is that conviction of degeneracy : " Two
men could scarcely have raised that stone from the ground--
such as men now are—but Hector lifted arid hurled it," *
And even within the Heroic Age itself, old Nestor reminds
the chieftains that they would be no match for the men
who were in their prime when he was young,3
This conviction of degeneracy was not based solely on
the common feeling that the younger men are always a
decadent lot, Homer and Hesiod had some justification
for their feeling that the world had got worse, or, as we
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